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Abstract

In this case study, we present opportunities science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics (STEAM) education provided to a sixth-grade class. We collected observational and interview data in a language arts and a science class over 1 year. We used the liberation social psychology (LSP) framework to understand students’ discourses and discussions as they drew from science, engineering activities, and language arts ideas. Further, LSP allowed us to explore students’ engagement in critical reflection of
social, racial, and other discrimination. The data analysis showed that STEAM education promoted the integration of science ideas, engineering design, social and critical consciousness. We found STEAM education supported discourses of critical reflection, racism, and social discrimination in class. Finally, we argue that STEAM education in Asia-Pacific and Global South countries has to be about critical consciousness, social change, and liberation of underrepresented groups and immigrants for more inclusive, sociopolitically conscious, and democratic STEAM education experiences.
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1 Introduction

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education has gained popularity in K-12 educational spaces because it helps prepare youths to excel in the 21st-century economy. STEM education policymakers and advocates believe in teaching students STEM-related skills in STEM education classrooms (Bybee, 2010; National Research Council, 2013). Additionally, STEM education in K-12 settings has been promoted as the path to gain economic, scientific, engineering, and technological success both at the personal level and the global level (e.g., Belbase, 2019; Kelley & Knowles, 2016; National Research Council, 2013). Much research related to K-12 STEM education has focused on the cognitive aspects of STEM; an integrated approach to learning one of the STEM fields engenders academic success (National Academy of Engineering and National Research Council, 2014; National Science Board, 2010) and greater proficiency with STEM-related practices and skills (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2016). Additionally, some research has shown that STEM education promotes motivation to engage in and pursue a STEM-related field (Means et al., 2016) and builds a greater association with the STEM fields through an integrated approach to teaching science (Eisenhart et al., 2015). Finally, some science education scholars have advocated for STEM as an integrated approach to teaching through conceiving and solving authentic problems (Hallström & Ankiewicz, 2019).

However, limited research has explored STEM teaching and learning in the context of marginalized youths, communities, and schools in K-12 settings. Some researchers, such as Calabrese Barton et al. (2011) and Carlone and
Johnson (2012), have started to investigate issues of agency, empowerment, gender identities, and racial biases that students experience and engage with in K-12 STEM classroom contexts. A large majority of STEM education research has taken place around the issues of curriculum development and pedagogy, mostly focused on building 21st-century skills (e.g., Kelley & Knowles, 2016; Radloff & Guzey, 2016) but without critically examining the issues of equity, social justice, agency, and social change.

Conversely, many K-12 schools have added language arts or arts to STEM to make it STEAM for local political reasons and to ensure that essential learning areas such as language, social studies, and arts are not left out. In some schools, becoming a STEAM school is deliberate. These school leaders and teachers want to bring social change, communication, immigration, human migration, politics, power, and equity to enrich their students’ experiences (Upadhyay et al., 2021b). Therefore, this paper adds to the literature and research conversations exploring equity, social justice, empowerment, and critical consciousness issues. We specifically focus on one sixth-grade STEAM school class where students and teachers draw their teaching and learning from the school’s STEAM framework (see Upadhyay et al., 2021b). This paper provides a snapshot of how to provide space for students to explore structural issues, social and political inequities, and social change issues in the contexts of learning science, engineering, and language arts and literature. In our view, the field of STEM education would benefit from the theoretical frameworks of critical consciousness (Freire, 1972; Ladson-Billings, 1995) and liberation social psychology (LSP; Martín-Baró, 1996). We use critical consciousness and LSP to understand better how a STEAM classroom setting provided space for sixth-grade students to participate in the social and political analysis of contextual social and political challenges utilizing STEM ideas and activities.

In this paper, we first describe the theories of critical consciousness and LSP. We then discuss oppression and diversity in K-12 science and STEM education. We provide the methodology and data collection followed by a brief analytical process. Our findings are followed by discussions and implications of this study in STEAM education broadly, including Asian regions.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Liberation Social Psychology (LSP)

In this paper, we draw from the idea of LSP as a robust theoretical framework to understand how STEAM education could be a space for making sense of the issues of oppression, societal structures that perpetuate inequity, and
oppressive values and beliefs (Martín-Baró, 1994). Martín-Baró (1994), a Jesuit priest, proposed the idea of LSP as Latin American psychology to support marginalized and oppressed people to overcome their lived trauma and to empower them by incorporating their own lived experiences. LSP recognizes the detrimental effects of social injustices, repression, discrimination, and poverty levied on marginalized people by dominant power structures. This recognition engenders LSP to generate a dialogic environment that values oppressed people’s voices, allows for critical reflection of the experiences of oppressions, and encourages actions for social change (Martín-Baró, 1994). Thus the end goal of LSP is to empower the oppressed people to liberate themselves from oppressive dominant power by understanding their marginalization and taking actions towards building a more supportive structure of power for the marginalized groups (Martín-Baró, 1994; Montero, 1996). Therefore, LSP is about social transformation (Burton & Kagan, 2005) and personal change. We first describe the core ideas of LSP and then discuss how this framework allows us to understand sixth-grade students’ engagement in STEAM learning and STEAM-related activities for critical consciousness, social transformation, and empowerment.

2.2 Core Ideas of LSP
LSP has three major elements focused on the dialogic interactions between the agents or actors who work towards empowering the oppressed groups and the oppressed people’s lived experiences (Burton & Kagan, 2005; Martín-Baró, 1996; Montero, 1996; Watts et al., 2003). Three components are (a) conscientization or critical consciousness; (b) realismo crítico or critical realism; and (c) de-ideologization (Martín-Baró, 1996). We describe each component and how they allow us to understand sixth-grade students’ discussions of STEAM activities, generating critical reflections about social oppression, immigration, and a sense of empowered (agentic) individuals.

2.3 Conscientization or Critical Consciousness
LSP rests on the idea that liberation from any oppressed system or any individual is a process of recognizing the roots of oppression and taking actions to make a change (Freire, 1972). When marginalized people are given opportunities and tools to reflect on their experiences, they can locate, understand, and take action for social change (Freire, 1972; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2014; Upadhyay et al., 2020, 2021a). The idea of critical consciousness is based on the underlying assertion that human beings are capable of transforming and understanding their social reality (Watts et al., 2003) by engaging in critical reflections and actions associated with oppression and marginalization. Additionally, for
critical reflections to occur, individuals need to engage in a dialogic environment to deconstruct and unearth both evident and hidden natures of oppression and marginalization (Bruna, 2009; Upadhyay et al., 2020). Drawing from many scholars’ works (Freire, 1972; Kincheloe, 1999; Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Martín-Baró, 1986; Watts et al., 2003), we conceptualize critical consciousness as awareness of both the histories and the processes of oppressions that marginalized groups and individuals endure in society.

In the context of STEM or STEAM teaching and learning, teachers hardly engage students in the process of critical consciousness (e.g., Upadhyay et al., 2020, 2021b). Most of the reported studies on STEM education have relied on learning about science and engineering practices, problem solving, and exploring the value of integrating content areas for learning (Kelley & Knowles, 2016; Lynn et al., 2016; Vasquez et al., 2013). Studies that explored critical consciousness in STEM education are mostly from science and mathematics education fields, not from STEAM education (Jennings & Eichinger, 1999; Upadhyay et al., 2020). Therefore, an urgent need exists to understand how STEAM teaching and learning could enhance and support critically conscious activities and discourses in class. The idea of critical consciousness helped us understand how a sixth-grade STEAM school classroom provided a suitable environment to engage students in critically conscious activities and experience a socially transformative experience. Further, critical consciousness allowed us to understand how students saw themselves as agents of social change and liberation.

2.4 Realismo Crítico or Critical Realism

In the context of LSP, we understand realismo crítico or critical realism as the idea that local issues of oppression and discrimination have locally suitable solutions (Martín-Baró, 1996). Critical realism thus engages people in ideas and theories appropriate to understand in the local context and generate locally practical outcomes (Burton & Kagan, 2005). Reality-based and critically defined problems can provide solutions to local sociocultural and sociohistorical issues benefiting local oppressed communities. In STEAM education, the focus is on engaging students in local issues for the basis of STEAM activities. Local issue-based problems create opportunities to critique, challenge, and redefine problems and potential solutions that are more socially just and empowering to marginalized students. The focus on local issues also helps students and teachers draw from students’ home experiences to examine the causes and effects of oppression, injustices, and inequities. Thus, students receive opportunities for social change and personal transformation through STEAM engagement. We caution STEAM teachers, educators, researchers, and curriculum developers not to stereotype and stigmatize local problems or
contexts, in the name of authentic problems, used in STEAM activities, specifically engineering design activities, to only marginalized, impoverished, and Global South communities. Many of these same local problems could also be in affluent and dominant group communities. Therefore, realismo critico is about the critical examination of how, where, and in what ways local problems are situated in the histories, policies, cultures, and economies of marginalization.

2.5 De-Ideologization

We view ideology as a lens through which an individual has to view the world based on their values, beliefs, assumptions, history, and expectations. Every individual, community, and group has an ideology. This results in ideological dissonance between dominant groups and oppressed groups. Therefore, ideology has consequences (Cole, 2020), and it is political, not epistemic (Sypnowich, 2019). Ideology obscures the realities of other people and prevents them from influencing dominant views, thus creating a closed system. According to Eagleton (1991, as cited in Cole, 2019),

Ideology is a system of concepts and views which serves to make sense of the world while obscuring the social interests that are expressed therein, and by its completeness and relative internal consistency tends to form a closed system and maintain itself in the face of contradictory or inconsistent experience. (para. 6)

Therefore, in LSP, the idea of de-ideologization is vital to allow for questioning and challenging the status quo rooted in stereotypes and dominant group values, beliefs, and assumptions (Martín-Baró, 1996). Recognizing and pushing back on stereotypes perpetuated and held about marginalized groups create a more agentic environment in which marginalized groups are seen possessing skills and attitudes for success. LSP advocates that people in positions of power need to accept the social contexts (realities) of oppressed groups as legitimate. Ignoring oppressed people’s social contexts promotes the dominant ideology, creating a mismatch between how oppressed people experience social reality and that of the dominant group. In this paper, we draw from this idea to understand and explore how students in a STEAM classroom attempt to disrupt the narratives of immigration, immigrants, and racial discrimination utilizing content from STEAM fields.

We are not interested in creating psychopathological analyses or categories. We are interested in using the ideas of LSP to explore and understand how students engage in critical reflections and activities for critical consciousness. Additionally, we seek to know how students create and experience a sense of
agency and empowerment when they get opportunities to explore and link their understandings of discrimination, neglect, marginalization, and oppression in STEAM activities and learning contexts.

2.6 Liberation and Science Education

Many scholars focused on equity and social justice in science education have advocated for science education that engages and builds students' liberatory attitudes and actions (Calabrese Barton et al., 2011; Jennings & Eichinger, 1999; Osborne & Calabrese Barton, 1998; Upadhyay, 2012; Upadhyay & Albrecht, 2011; Upadhyay et al. 2020). Several scholars and philosophers have viewed education's liberatory power for the oppressed, but they also cautioned that education could promote the dominant group's cultural hegemony (Fanon, 2005; Freire, 1972; Gramsci, 1971). The idea of liberation in science education is to allow the science activities that the [students] do emerge from the intersections of the social, historical, political, and physical contexts of [their] lives and, through conversation and action, come to construct meaning about science, self, and the relationships between science, self, and community.

Calabrese-Barton, 1998, p. 297

Therefore, science education for liberation is about how science is locally defined and situated in students' lives defined by their personal, social, cultural, and historical events and boundaries. When science is local, students can engage in oppositional consciousness, where the value of learning science intersects with local sociocultural and sociopolitical issues (Sandoval, 1995). Similarly, for STEAM education to promote social change and critical consciousness, it is always situated in the local community and contemporary sociocultural issues. STEAM education, including authentic experiences related to STEAM fields, can leverage science contents supporting students to critically explore sociocultural and sociopolitical issues that they encounter in the community.

3 Research Questions

1. How does STEAM education build critical consciousness and empowerment in sixth-grade students?
2. How do students leverage STEAM ideas for liberatory and transformative engagement?
4 Methodology and Methods

This paper is a case study of one sixth-grade class in a STEAM middle school. There are three approaches to the case study method based on the nature of the research (Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2002). We chose a constructivist approach to case study methodology based on Merriam (1998) because it allowed us to document, interrogate, and understand STEAM education’s possibilities and complexities as students engaged in various activities and discussions. Merriam’s approach values that “reality is constructed by individuals interacting with their social worlds” (Merriam, 1998, p. 6), aligning with the LSP framework. Additionally, this approach to case study fits our questions because our goal was to understand and document how students found linkages between STEM knowledge and aiding them to construct meanings and relationships emerging from social and political issues. We believed that a constructivist case study facilitated our attempt to locate students’ interactions in “culturally derived and historically situated interpretations of [their personal] social life-world” and STEAM engagement (Crotty, 1998, p. 67).

Constructivist case study enabled us to explore in an in-depth and holistic way (Merriam, 2002) how and why participants engaged and made meaning from complex social and political issues in STEAM education contexts. The constructivist case study method also supported our goal to explore how students engaged in STEAM classrooms and used STEAM contents in sociocultural and sociohistorical discussions. We also found opportunities to observe, participate in informal conversations, and locate discourses and actions showing critical consciousness, empowerment, liberatory interactions, and personal transformation points among students. The case study also provided us with moments when we observed intricate and nuanced interactions filled with deeply personal and social critiques. We utilized classroom observations, short informal conversations, field notes, and student/teacher artifacts to collect data. In this paper, we mostly focus on what students did, said, and engaged in, but we intersperse that with teacher actions to provide contexts to help readers better understand the findings.

4.1 University-School Partnership

This paper is based on a two-year partnership between a research university and a school district in a US Midwestern State (for detail of the partnership, see Upadhyay et al., 2021). The goal of the partnership was to prepare 5th and 6th grade teachers to gain ideas, theories, and pedagogical skills to be STEAM education teachers. In Year 1, teachers and leaders participated in monthly professional development workshops led by the university faculty team. A
key goal in Year 1 was redesigning a curriculum that deliberately integrated language arts in STEM areas. During this process, language arts teachers suggested several books that could crosscut between STEM contents. The teachers decided on ‘Dragonwings’ (Yep, 2003), a book integrated with windmill design activity as a part of integrated STEAM content.

In Year 2, the university faculty supported teachers in the implementation of the new STEAM curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment through regular classroom observations, after-school workshops, and debriefing sessions after classroom observations. The first STEAM topic in Year 2 was on designing a windmill, learning about materials science, energy transformation, and integrating it with social, immigration, race, and economic issues raised in Dragonwings. The students designed windmills in science class, and in language arts class, they studied Dragonwings. This kind of curricular design provided students and teachers spaces to draw from each area and related activities for a meaningful STEAM learning environment.

4.2 Classroom Context
This study is based on one section of sixth-grade class in a STEAM school. The language arts teacher is Mrs. B, who teaches the English language. She started with the historical fiction book titled Dragonwings as part of their literary discussion. Mrs. B’s class was inquiry-based with a focus on student discussions. She would give discussion questions and prompts such as “How do you see Moon Shadow in light of young struggling immigrant youth?”; “Why do Chinese immigrants see White Americans as untrustworthy?” and “What kind of relationship do you see between what you are making in STEM class and what the Windrider was making?” Similarly, in one class, she asked students to create a relational graphic that showed complex social issues based on the book and the current social problems in their community with immigrants. Students in groups then presented their work to the whole class for further discussions.

Mrs. H’s science class followed inquiry-based hands-on instruction. Before students started the Windmill design, they engaged in learning about the transformation of energy, specifically potential to kinetic to mechanical. Students received a task to figure out if a “ball bearing dropped from a height would dent (make a mark) on a soft clay.” The students were first asked to predict and then test their predictions in groups. Mrs. H asked the groups to discuss “if a heavier ball bearing would make a bigger or deeper dent in a soft clay compared to a lighter one.” After the discussion, students tested their predictions with two different weight ball bearings. This activity provided students to understand the concepts of potential and kinetic energy and how the energy was related.
to the weight (mass) of the ball bearing. Students would later use this idea of energy in designing and building a workable windmill. Mrs. H told the class that she would want them also ask how their windmill design and construction would help answer some of the challenges of energy, pollution, access to clean energy based on race and income, and who could afford to buy this kind of energy.

Both Mrs. B and Mrs. H believed in inquiry-based teaching, where students would get opportunities for discourses and experimentations. The teachers would provide prompts to build on previous ideas that students had learned with more time spent on discussions and group activities. Therefore, these classrooms provided us with ideal environments to understand how students engaged in STEAM classroom activities and connected them to explore local sociopolitical, social justice, race, and other discriminatory issues.

4.3 Observations

We collected observation data in Year 2 of the partnership when teachers implemented the STEAM curriculum in the sixth-grade program. We followed several sixth-grade sections, but we only focus on one sixth-grade class section for this paper. We chose this class for several reasons: (i) racially more diverse students (an African American, four Hispanic, two Hmong, one Sudanese); (ii) willingness among students to bring diverse racial experiences; (iii) greater connections to experiences of challenges to being an immigrant, refugee, and underrepresented group; and (iv) actively drawing from Dragonwings readings, science, engineering, and windmill design activities. Most of the sixth-grade sections were about 24–26 students. Additionally, the students in this class showed active engagement in discussions and activities. Most of them took critical views on sociocultural, immigration, sociohistorical, and STEM ideas. For example, we observed students discussing how their immigrant peers encountered challenges such as language, food, access to health services, and how the White peers did not have to worry about those issues.

They were also reflective of their positionality in the community. For example, Hispanic, Somali, and Hmong students shared how they had to be translators for their parents and elders and not find culturally familiar foods. We collected data over four classroom observations in an English language arts class and four observations in a science class. During the observations, we focused on several important aspects of STEAM education to understand how students engaged in activities and discussions that critically reflected on sociocultural, sociopolitical, and historical issues. We were keen on classroom activities and discussions related to science, engineering, and mathematics that students connected to economics, immigration, culture, and politics (see
Table 1 for content coverage). During this time, the politics and the discourses of immigration, immigrants, and refugees were all over the US news and social media. Therefore many students’ had heightened sensibilities and awareness about these issues. The observations lasted between 30–40 minutes each time over 3 months during various stages of the STEAM lessons and activities on windmill design and the book *Dragonwings*.

5 Synopsis of Dragonwings

Dragonwings is a historical fiction that provides a window into Chinese immigrant life in the San Francisco area in the early part of 1900. The story is about a father, Windrider, and his son, Moon Shadow, living in the city with racial prejudice and discrimination against Chinese immigrants. The story captures the financial, linguistic, racial, economic, and familial struggles of Windrider to make a pair of wings out of cloth so he could fly just like he did in his homeland.
in China. However, the story’s central plot is how Moon Shadow wants to make his father’s dream to fly a reality despite racial discrimination against Chinese immigrants, financial hardships to support a family back home, and perseverance regardless of multiple design failures. The 1906 San Francisco earthquake could have derailed Windrider’s dream to fly, but Moon Shadow and Windrider both endured racial and xenophobic challenges and made the dream to fly come true.

5.1 Informal Conversations
The first author had 25–30 informal conversations with students and the teachers during class activities and group discussions. These conversations mostly lasted for 5–10 minutes. The questions posed for further elaboration included the following:

- “How do you see social prejudices Moon Shadow, Windrider, and other Chinese immigrants faced then and now (Hispanic, Hmong, Sudanese/Karen) in your community?”
- “What makes Windrider’s wing design experience different and similar from yours in this class?”
- “Why do you find making a windmill an important activity?”
- “How did you decide that a windmill could be a good renewable source of energy for your area?”
- “Based on the Dragonwings book that you are reading in Mrs. B’s class and the windmill design you are doing here, what connections do you see between them?”

With teachers, we asked the following:

- “What made you choose this activity/book for STEAM education?”
- “How did you decide critical reflection was an essential part of STEAM teaching and learning?”
- “What are some of the opportunities and challenges of engaging students in social, political/immigration, cultural, and racial issues in STEAM teaching and learning?”

We collected this information as audio recordings or field notes.

5.2 Field Notes
The field notes were collections of reflections of classroom observations, the researchers’ opinions, reflective notes, and descriptions of student-teacher and student-student interactions on social, cultural, racial, immigration, and language issues supported and complicated by mostly ideas from science but at times from technology and mathematics. Engineering activities came into play in these conversations when learning about designing objects and building engineering and science skills. Sociocultural and sociohistorical issues
became part of the classroom discourses in engineering design activities when teachers intentionally helped students connect the activities to the book (Dragonwings) they were reading in the language arts class. The field notes were an excellent way for us to rethink researcher positionalities and the partnership’s future direction to support teacher development and student success as critical thinkers of social change and personal transformation.

5.3 **Context of the STEAM School**
The school is located in a rural town in the Midwestern United States. The school focuses on integrating and leveraging various local and school resources to make learning more culturally relevant and STEAM-oriented. Teachers collaborated to find activities, books, and content to allow for an authentic experience by integrating language arts and social studies with STEM disciplines. Mrs. B suggested the *Dragonwings* book during the professional development workshop a year earlier. During the same workshop, teacher leaders decided which engineering activities sixth-grade students would do. The local community had a large windmill farm, so teachers agreed that a windmill design activity would be locally relevant. Thus the science topics on energy, material, and motion would connect with mathematics ideas of proportion. Students would learn about various tools and materials such as plastic straw and cutting tools in the area of technology and that every technology has side effects or unintended consequences. On the engineering side, teachers decided that students would learn the processes of design and model creation.

The teachers accomplished STEAM integration at the sixth-grade level because the principal had conceptualized STEAM education as an organically blended approach from the beginning of the teacher leaders’ professional development program. The school’s STEAM education framework was to locate interstices among the traditional STEM disciplines as well as language arts and social studies for integration and collaboration. A language arts teacher suggested the *Dragonwings* book for integration in the STEM (windmill design) unit in this collaboration spirit. Second, the STEM teachers saw the overlapping topic or ideas in language arts and STEM. Third, STEM and language arts and social studies teachers found overlapping social, cultural, local, and other factors (issues) in the STEM topic. Finally, the teachers decided to engage students in STEAM interactions in both classes by leveraging contents and ideas from respective STEAM content areas.

5.4 **Analysis**
We used qualitative analysis processes based on Miles et al. (2014) to analyze our data. According to Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014), qualitative data
analysis first requires the researchers to read the transcripts, field notes, and artifacts to read these data carefully and line-by-line generating broad and specific codes based on the questions to be answered and the theories of the study. So, we first developed open codes and memos specifically focusing on critical consciousness, empowerment, race, immigration, local concerns, change, science, mathematics, and related areas. The first author independently coded the data and generated a total of 36 codes. These codes were shared with a researcher and 24 codes were considered relevant to the study based on consensus. Some of the 24 codes were: “immigrants like Chinese, Hmong, Mexican;” “cultural stereotype – low ability, not knowing English;” “windmill and wings made by Windrider;” “eviction of Chinese immigrants;” “Mexican immigrants not finding a rental home;” “windmill and environmental issues;” “family separation;” “family support;” “family resiliency;” and “economic challenge of engineering.” These 24 codes were then collapsed into larger codes based on similarities in the themes producing 8 codes. These 8 codes were then collapsed into three themes as findings. We used memos to connect codes to build a more intelligible larger code and a final theme (finding) during the process (see Table 2).

### Table 2  Coding scheme and theme generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese, Hmong, Hispanic</td>
<td>Chinese and Hmong are hardly seen in our community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place to live</td>
<td>We have more “Mexican” in the meatpacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You know we have seen so many of our friends moving from apartment to next apartment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She wasn't given the room because the family couldn't speak English well ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One family two places</td>
<td>We have “Juan” and “Felicia” cousins [who] now live four blocks apart ... because of the job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEAM and consciousness</td>
<td>I wish there [were] fewer stops so they can reach school on time.... you know the rate of moving like in windmill ... so less time. I wish there [were] fewer stops so they can go school on time.... you know the rate of moving like in windmill ... so less time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2  Coding scheme and theme generation (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Larger Codes based on above codes</th>
<th>Theme (Findings)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Separation</td>
<td>Divided Family (ruptured Family)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memo: Housing and language discrimination makes attending school challenging</td>
<td>Memo: Students are able to connect public transportation, economic and social issue[s] with their learning in STEAM class. Also, students see the disparities as binding and not liberating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have more “Mexican” in the meatpacking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEAM content understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transportation and number of stops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>makes attending school difficult for immigrant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>families with no transportation ... Like faster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>means less stop ... you distance and time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family gets separated when they have to travel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We get stressed and so feels like bound to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unrelated places with cousins in some other place ... wish they had [another] way to get faster to my [cousins’] apartment....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Findings and Discussions

We present three findings that show how STEAM education could be leveraged to engage students in critical consciousness and build social action and personal transformation capacity. The three themes are: STEAM education as empowering and liberatory, resiliency in STEAM learning, and critical race consciousness in STEAM learning. We present the findings to show how STEAM education could provide spaces for liberatory and transformative engagement
opportunities and build critical consciousness and empowerment. The focus of the two research questions is overlapping and complementary. Therefore the findings (themes) are presented to answer both the questions simultaneously rather than separately. We have made minor edits to the students’ and teachers’ comments and conversations for clarity purposes in the findings and discussions sections.

6.1  **Ruptured Families: STEAM Content as Empowering and Liberatory**

We continuously observed a common theme among students in Mrs. B’s language arts class and Mrs. H’s science class. These themes included: families, economy, and support systems. These common themes were illustrated during the following exchanges:

Mrs B: What makes Windrider and Moon Shadow’s success?

Students 1 (girl, Hmong): There is a lot of support from family, like uncles [of Moon Shadow] and cousins ... even like sending money to China to help family ...

Student 3 (girl, White): ... they kept trying to make the wings ... failed, and still son, father, uncle, ... all pitched in ...

Student 8 (boy, Hispanic): ... I don’t know if Windrider had succeeded in making the pair of wings without family helping ...

Student 24 (girl, White): financial support from Moon Shadow by looking after the shop ... and uncles of Moon Shadow sharing rent ... this is how Windrider got help ...

Student 9 (boy, White): They [Windrider] had very little money to buy the material for wings ... they [Windrider] also struggled to pay rent ... so family like uncle was helpful.

The above discussion illustrates that Windrider successfully flew because of his family’s support and persistence of the father and the son in the task.

In the science class, students were figuring out different aspects of a windmill and trying them out to get the best results. The groups worked as a family (team) to get the design work.

Student 9 (boy, White): ... Our team members are like our families. We need to work together and find a way to make the rotors work ...

Student 1 (girl, Hmong): ... we need to think about ... how much to spend ... budgeting in the family is important....
In another group,

Student 14 (boy, Non-White): Guys, let's decide if we can buy a different material for the rotor.
Student 18 (boy, White): Can we exchange with another group? Because we don't have funds to buy a new set of rotor material.

Another group had challenges deciding whether the science behind the materials they chose could be ascertained without testing.

Student 14 (boy, Non-White): When we buy the material, we can test. We have to test here [at their work table], and if doesn’t work, we’ll have very little money left.

Similarly, in another group, a student said

Student 11 (girl, White): We need to think about helping us all. We can’t just spend, but Nancy thinks that we should buy all ... I think if we [can] do with less, why not.

In all of these interactions, students continuously weighed the team’s goal to build a windmill that benefited many without disrupting the team cohesion despite differing ideas. So the selection of rotor material, plastic spokes to hold rotor on the frame, glue sticks, and many other needs were based on bringing the team together for a common cause. The students showed a new way to save money and spend on different windmill materials they might need later.

In the language arts class with Mrs. B, students drew from their science class experiences building a windmill prototype. One group discussed how disruption in the family in two different countries, the U.S. and China, created cultural and financial upheavals.

Student 19 (girl, White): The conviction and desire of Windrider to build wings to fly [united] his son, uncle, and other family members.

In another group, students discussed,

Student 18 (boy, White): It’s the designing the wings and seeking help from a White landlady to write a letter to the Wright brothers was bringing family together
In the third group, the first author (researcher) asked students,

Researcher: How did making the wings to fly by the father [Windrider] help the son [Moon Shadow] and others?

Student 4 (girl, Hmong): Just like we came together in our group to make windmill in science.... Family is what we[Hmong] rely on and [what] keeps us feel supported

Student 6 (girl, Hispanic): We had different ideas about the rotor, but the cause was to getting it right ... without my family I won't be here. We depend and send money back home.

Student 9 (boy, White): We had to balance the funds we had with what we needed to build our windmill and Windrider supporting his elderly mother in China and building the wings for him to fly was like we deciding which parts for the windmill we don't buy or change.

Students’ comments indicated their reflections on how teams or families made choices that benefitted most family members. There were issues of economy, goal setting, family responsibility to accomplish the goal that aided most group members. Students showed linkages between their language arts class and STEM class and drew on the value of family or group support to succeed in designing and building a windmill. Students showed a sense of critical consciousness by linking persistence in STEM tasks to family support despite failures. The students made connections between schoolwork and their understanding of the importance of family support. Thus, students linking personal experiences with STEAM education is about both empowerment and liberation in that they extended STEAM learning to their home experiences.

The STEAM framework allowed students and the teachers to draw from language arts and science areas to engage students in a windmill activity. Space for the STEAM content areas and social and economic issues based on their contextual realities allowed students to understand oppressed people’s struggles better. Both the classrooms had environments for students to be critical reflectors and realistic about their predicaments.

6.2 Resiliency in STEAM Learning: A Potential Path to Empowerment and Transformation

Emphasis on resiliency and not letting a failure disrupt an ultimate goal to achieve personal and social change is the desired outcome of STEAM education. The idea of empowerment rests on recognizing challenges in a local context and potentially seeking a solution. Therefore, resiliency and the ways
people in a community find means to cope with challenging social issues are empowering acts. The sixth-grade class observations and conversations with students showed critical awareness among students that the local context was crucial to resiliency and personal empowerment. The windmill activity was chosen because it connected to the local community and industries that received a part of their electrical energy from the nearby windmill farm. Also, adults in students’ families worked in many of these factories, experiencing challenges because of their immigrant and refugee status.

In the language arts class, Mrs. B asked students to think about how “Windrider, Moon Shadow, and other local Chinese community members showed resiliency to get Windrider to fly.” Students’ arguments showed their understanding of the Chinese community’s resiliency at that time. They extended that to their own family and community experiences and how they found empowerment through local and personal resources.

Student 2: (girl, White)
The Windrider failed more than a dozen times but still kept going…. We failed when making the windmill rotor but kept going … like our friends who are learning English but fluent in Hmong and Spanish keep learning … it’s like you find a local solution.

Student 12: (girl, Hispanic)
Moon Shadow and his uncle wanted to give up but later considered it the ‘Chinese pride’ to carry on…. When you leave your place like our friends from Mexico, Sudan, Hmong, you have no choice … our family found a food bank, free health center, … my mom and others from El Salvador, Sudan, take [adult] English class …

Student 8: (boy, Hispanic)
They left China and are in the U.S., they can’t leave, so they have to keep trying…. Look at our friends, parents, and uncles and brothers who work in meat-packing plants … working for [the] family to succeed [in] … learn English in [the] evening [at the adult language program for immigrants] …

Student 14: (boy, Non-White)
It would be sad if Windrider gave up because it would be a bad example for his son [Moon Shadow]…. Immigrants are resilient … that’s how we succeed … my parents are learning English and learning to help other parents …
Students drew from the concept of resiliency, an integral part of success despite hardships. Resiliency was contextual to their friends and community, specifically among immigrant and refugee families. Student 2, Student 8, and Student 14’s comments show that resiliency is a way to empower them from the challenges of being an immigrant and provide a sense of agency to succeed. They also seemed to find a sense of empowerment from their home experiences that helped in their STEAM education activities and learning. Additionally, students shared how their families were finding resources to be independent by learning English and finding food pantries. These actions are empowering, transformative, and liberatory for the immigrant families allowing them to take steps that fit their needs.

This discussion in language arts class spilled over into Mrs. H’s science class during the last stages of completing their design. One group was trying to figure out why a low-weight rotor was working better in high wind speed but would breakdown in low wind speed. In science class, they had learned how mass influenced rotational speed, and rotational speed was connected to the thickness of the rotor material. They understood thickness of the rotor material was proportional to the speed of rotor movement and the amount of electricity generated.

I'm really frustrated, but I can't give up because we have come so far.... We know rotor speed is proportional to wind speed, ... but it's not working here ... our backyard windmill sometimes not turning ...

Yes. I have seen the big wind farm rotors not turning in high wind.... This reminds me [of] Windrider and Moon Shadow.... We just have to try.... Maybe rotor speed is proportional to a certain wind speed.

Let's put a sign like "Do NOT operate at a very low speed."... we sometimes see our farm windmills not turning [despite] strong wind.

The group got the idea for their solution because they had seen that the local windmills do not run during certain wind conditions, even when the wind is blowing at low speed or high speed. Students brought local experiences and solved the problem they faced. We find this an empowering experience for students because it was their solution based on their experiential knowledge.

Similarly, another group struggled to figure out how to hold the rotors in place because they had chosen thick material to catch the high wind. They
had tried adding reinforcements by gluing the turbine’s shaft, but the rotor still only worked in very high wind speed conditions. They asked another group that had a similar problem earlier. The group’s resolution was “reducing the number of supports” used to hold the rotor. This lightened the rotor, and it worked but could not operate at a medium wind speed. The first author asked them, “How did you get this done?” The students said:

Student 12: (girl, Hispanic) It was all about to keep trying and asking if wind speed and rotor speed are really connected [proportional]…. We found help from another group ... that we lighten it by removing some supports from the rotor.... I was about to give up and get a low grade.

Student 13: (boy, White) We wanted to give up, and we all thought if Windrider can do it, then we can, too.... Because they did it even when San Francisco had the earthquake, and they [Chinese immigrants] all lost everything.

The reflection and connection between the lives of the characters in *Dragonwings* and students’ classroom ups and downs while building a windmill showed their understanding of resiliency and empowerment. We also found that students felt empowered and had transformative experiences from the *Dragonwings* story to create a workable windmill despite many technical challenges. This seemed like a STEAM education outcome, where engagement in language arts class intersected with science class and an engineering design activity, empowering students to broaden their STEAM learning beyond classroom activities and lessons.

6.3 *Advancing Critical Race Consciousness in STEAM Learning: A Sense of Liberation*

This theme is the sole product of the book, *Dragonwings*. In this science classroom, instruction was built around the discussions of race, discrimination, social justice, liberation, and diversity, unlike many STEM or STEAM classrooms where this kind of discussion is still a struggle. According to LSP, questioning the status quo and challenging discriminatory practices are parts of the idea of liberation. Liberation and critical consciousness are interconnected because liberatory actions and activities do not happen without critical consciousness. Thus, STEAM classrooms potentially generate atmospheres for students to be critically conscious about science content such as energy and windmill that have direct social, racial, and economic implications on many
underrepresented families. In this class, we observed and listened to students
talking about race and discrimination endured by immigrant communities.
Students also found critical consciousness and liberation ideas linked to sci-
ence and engineering activities in the science class.

During the language arts class, students critically reflected on the racism
and prejudice endured by Chinese immigrants in the early 1900s. They linked
Chinese experiences with their immigrant friends’ and families’ experiences
coping with discrimination in jobs, education, and language. With a prompt
from Mrs. B, the students drew racial parallels between Chinese immigrants’
experiences during the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and current Hispanic
and other immigrant groups’ struggles in their community.

Student 3: (girl, White) Earthquake and tornadoes and floods don’t care
about people, but what we [White majority] choose
do to and to which group is different.... I think it’s very
discriminating.... Mostly refugees like Hmongs and
immigrants like [Hispanic] don’t get help.

Student 14: (boy, Non-White) You know in earthquake only White people got all the
things like rescued from house fire and [pulled out from] rubble, ... Chinese immigrants didn’t.... They
lost lives, and nobody helped.

Student 6: (girl, Hispanic) The gas lamps were for White people, not for Chinese....
So is the windmill farm near us the same way?

We observed that students supported their arguments related to discrimina-
tion, racism, and social justice based on scientific ideas they had learned.

Student 14: (boy, Non-White) San Francisco falls along [the] Pacific Ring of Fire, an
earthquake [prone] region, so homes were not built
to [stand] up in a strong earthquake.... Blaming immi-
giants is just wrong. Chinese immigrants [should have] asked landlords to make better homes ... couldn’t they pay [rent] when they lost personal
[valuables] in earthquake ...

Student 3: (girl, White) If you have gas lines and it breaks, fire is obvious ... no
fire-resistance materials with wooden homes. I think the immigrants [Windrider] asked for shelter from
the landlady ... his family didn’t get any [break] from
rent or place to sleep ...
Student 5: (girl, White) Earthquake is not an immigrant family's fault ... so why should they pay rent ... may be demand free living for one or two months ... you know you pay rent in advance ...

In these statements, students critically reflected on local issues of racism, discrimination, and their sense of the right thing to do. The students knew the science of earthquakes, but they questioned the disproportionate effects of these events on racial minorities (Chinese immigrants) because of prejudice. We also noticed potential liberatory ideas and actions that students advocated for immigrants who paid rent but did not have any recourse to get their money back after the earthquake. Also, they suggested possible action such as not paying rent until the living conditions were made right.

In Mrs. H's class, students examined their windmill activity. They reflected on who benefited from developing windmill farms in their community. Even though the idea of renewable energy, harnessing wind energy into electrical, seemed valuable, students were not sure about the direction of the benefits. In science class, groups presented each design and shared the benefits of windmills for their community year-round. However, three groups asked the question, “Who benefits from the windmill, and would Hmong and Hispanic families get the benefit, too?” In each case, the groups shared statements like:

Student 2 (group 1) (girl, White): Immigrants and minorities could [see] less benefit from this because that population is small and they don't have [voice] like a mayor or a council member.

Student 8 (group 4) (boy, Hispanic): When racial minorities work in a [labor-intensive] meatpacking plant, farms, and other jobs, windmill [is not in their minds].

Student 19: (group 7) (girl, White): We think it's costly for poor people and immigrants to buy electricity from windmill farms.... That is discrimination, ... and [they] get blamed for climate change.

Students seemed to show concern for underrepresented groups in their communities for not having much say in community decisions. The sixth-grade students were aware that science could help them advocate against discrimination and racial disparities. The combination of language arts and science class comments illustrates that STEAM education provided an environment for students and supported by their teachers to critically exploring race, prejudice, and discrimination in the context of a STEAM activity.
Our view of STEAM education is beyond integration of content areas and engaging students in engineering activities. We believe STEAM education's purposes have to be more than 21st-century skills development, economic gain, and content mastery. STEAM education has to provide opportunities and spaces to students, specifically those from underrepresented groups and girls, to critically reflect and challenge existing social structures of oppression and subjugation. Studies in science education have clearly shown that when given space and environment to leverage science to explore socioculturally related issues, students seem to show more significant affinity to science and are more engaged (Arnold & Clarke, 2014; Bruna, 2009; Osborne & Calabrese Barton, 1998; Tal, 2020; Upadhyay & Albrecht, 2011; Upadhyay et al., 2020).

All students are capable of learning science for a better future. Students are also competent to connect social issues in STEAM learning. In this study, sixth graders utilized an engineering-design team activity to collectively seek a solution that had multiple factors to complete the windmill successfully. Drawing from the lessons based on Windrider and Moon Shadow’s characters, students successfully kept the windmill activity on track. The exchanges between students showed the potential benefits of linking language arts with science and engineering. Literature lessons and the windmill activity had overlapping themes of team-building intending to accomplish a meaningful task. Just like Windrider and Moon Shadow felt flying was part of their core identity, students also took building a windmill within given constraints as their core identity.

One of the core values noted by STEM or STEAM education advocates has been to support integrated design-focused science instruction to develop attitudes and habits like learning from failure, persistence, and productive failure (Henriksen, 2014; Kelley & Knowles, 2016; Jonassen et al., 2006; National Research Council, 2013). These values are essential for learning as well as success in STEAM education, but only when the values and beliefs align with dominant values and beliefs. For many underrepresented groups, critically examining status quo values and mindsets like persistence and productive failure means building resiliency as a core value. Underrepresented groups encounter barriers to learning in multiple ways that can only be overcome through resiliency. Therefore, learning in a STEAM education environment for social change and personal transformation should also build a resilient attitude and value. Resiliency “interventions should target protective and vulnerability forces at multiple levels of influence – culture, community, family and
In this study, we find students continuously state their struggles with phrases like “not give up,” “can’t give up,” “try,” and “resilient,” indicating that they are resilient and value resiliency more than just learning from failure. The study showed that students connected Hmong, Hispanic, and other immigrants’ discriminatory experiences in their community with Chinese immigrants’ lived experiences in the early 1900s. Another aspect of resiliency is how much STEAM education is connected to immigrant and refugee students’ sociocultural knowledge and values (Ryu & Daniel, 2020; Upadhyay, 2009). The stronger the sociocultural connections (Adams, 2020) to STEAM, the more meaningful learning marginalized students tend to have in everyday classrooms (Upadhyay, 2006; Upadhyay et al., 2020).

In this study, students showed potential actions for liberation from discrimination through resiliency, critical consciousness, and leveraging science and engineering ideas. Our analysis of the data showed limited opportunities for students to explore and connect STEAM activities to liberation ideas. Even though the classroom demographic had overwhelmingly White students, we firmly believe that White students were equally engaged in questioning and pushing against the existing racial and discriminatory social experiences of underrepresented groups. The demographic imperatives in a global society are that immigrants are present in many countries. Generally, most immigrants and cultural minorities experience many kinds of discrimination and oppression because of the dominant group’s policies and practices. For socially just, liberatory, and empowering STEAM education learning, White students in this class critically reflected, explored, challenged, discussed, and recognized racial and other discriminations existing in the community in a safe classroom environment. Without a secure environment and willing teachers, the students may not have engaged in critical consciousness discussions about race and social justice. However, this study shows a potential opportunity STEAM education could provide students and teachers to reflect on and take actions against discriminatory social issues for a liberated society (Martín-Baró, 1996; Montero, 1996). In this regard, the concept of liberation has excellent potential in STEAM education. It can encourage students to examine racially and socially discriminatory issues through critical reflections in STEAM activities.

We have struggled to find much work in STEM and STEAM education focused on racial and ethnic discrimination to improve the experiences of underrepresented groups in STEM (e.g., Pugh et al., 2019; Upadhyay et al., 2021b). Most scholars of Indigenous, urban, and underrepresented groups in STEM education have alerted STEM educators, policymakers, and scholars to encourage students to challenge the racialized power of STEM (e.g., Bang & Medin, 2010; Spivak, 1988; Vossoughi & Vakil, 2018; Upadhyay et al., 2010a). In this study, we
observed students pushing the boundary of their STEAM activities and engagements into questioning their windmill design purposes with questions like, “Who is the product for?” and “Who gets left out of it?” Students were examining the local context based on what they have experienced around them. Their reflective discussions and critique of social issues showed real local concerns and stood in opposition to dominant ideologies that immigrants are “others.” Furthermore, this study agrees with the findings of Albrecht and Upadhyay (2018) and Ryu and Daniel (2020) in that a successful STEAM education for immigrant groups needs to recognize cultures, funds of knowledge, and lived experiences of these groups as assets to inform and engage in critical STEAM education. As more people from Asia-Pacific region become immigrants and refugees in new sociocultural and linguistic countries because of economic pressures, religious and political persecutions, and other discriminations, STEAM education needs to take a culturally relevant, liberatory, and sociopolitically transformative stance both in curriculum and pedagogy.

We consider STEAM education provides agency to students to interpret and make sense of their world more broadly than just completing design activities and science content learning. We agree that STEAM education should be about the “process of human change and transformation, ... [which] always entails participation in relationship and community and transformation both of the person and of the social world” (Packer & Goicoechea, 2000, p. 239). This study indicates STEAM education should not only envision content integration, excelling on tests, and collaborative activity completion but also the value of social and personal liberation (Burton & Kagan, 2005; Martín-Baró, 1996) and empowerment through critical reflective engagement.

As many countries are pursuing STEAM education as the critical national policy in school education improvement and modernization, Global South countries from Asia need to envision STEAM education that is locally conceptualized, designed, produced, and implemented. STEAM education should look different in its framing and its goals and values aligning with Asian nations’ cultures, values, beliefs, history, and politics (Upadhyay et al., 2021b). Asian countries and groups within those countries are not monolithic. Asian countries are full of cultural, social, political, historical, linguistic, and environmental diversities; therefore, social change, liberation, critical consciousness, and personal transformation have to be central to STEAM education. STEAM education cannot just address more people graduating with STEAM degrees. More importantly, it has to uplift oppressed groups by building critical consciousness, liberation, and social and personal transformation leveraging STEAM fields.
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